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Master.20.4 billion last year. Identity
Commerce is a marketplace created to
solve for identity, a bottom-up marketplace
where users are the developers. Data is the
source of value to the marketplace.
Recognizing that companies lack the
capacity to manage and control the
identities of their customers, the
developers of Identity Commerce have
created a model that requires no
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governance or trust to lower costs and
improve the customer experience. Identity
Commerce empowers leaders to
continuously improve the customer
experience by automatically creating
customer identities that adhere to the best
practices. The self-service capability of
Identity Commerce can be used to create
identities for the smallest companies to
large companies, eliminating the need for
IT staff to spend hours or days doing
manual tasks. The Identity Commerce
Marketplace was created to simplify the
exchange of information between
businesses. Identity Commerce acts as a
third-party intermediary, or marketplace, to
provide the technology, tools and a trusted
environment to help businesses build their
customer profiles and create identities that
adhere to the best practices. The Identity
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Commerce solution also includes four
elements: Identity Marketplace, Identity
Service, Identity Cloud and Identity Center.
Identity Commerce enables businesses to
create customer identities that are
consistent, complete and up-to-date,
thereby improving the customer experience
and ensuring that customers can be found
and matched with the right products and
services at the right time, over the right
channel. Protecting customer privacy is of
the utmost importance. When participating
in the Identity Commerce Marketplace,
customers voluntarily share their identity
information with participating businesses.
No other information is transmitted to
Identity Commerce. Identity Commerce is
the leading technology company to trust
your customers’ identities. It is the only
identity service that actively generates real-
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time customer consent and gathers their
contact information. Identity Commerce is
trusted by companies ranging from Fortune
500 to thousands of small and medium size
businesses and is trusted by public and
private entities, including the U.S
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